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	Explore your camera's creative options and learn to get great shots with your dSLR!


	Congratulations — you've chosen to take greater control over your photos with a dSLR camera! Now get expert advice on making the most of your Nikon D3000. Learn how to use its many settings, how to get the best results in automatic mode, when to use the built-in flash, how to produce prints that look as good as they do on your monitor, and more.

	
		
			Lenses, modes, and more — learn to attach and remove lenses, set the focus mode, and use all the controls

	
	
		
			Quality control — discover how to get the best picture quality and solve common image problems

	
	
		
			Cultivate creativity — explore automatic Scene modes and then step up to full control with manual exposure modes

	
	
		
			Processing your pictures — download your images to yourcomputer, process RAW files, and organize your photos

	
	
		
			Share — find out how to get perfect prints, optimize photos for e-mailing, and create a digital slide show

	



	Open the book and find:

	
		
			Details about every camera option

	
	
		
			Answers to common photography questions

	
	
		
			Secrets for capturing great action shots

	
	
		
			Pro techniques for photographing people and pets

	
	
		
			Ways to avoid red-eye and other photo problems

	
	
		
			Fun effects you can add with your camera

	
	
		
			When to use JPEG and when to use RAW

	
	
		
			Simple explanations of f-stops, shutter speed, ISO, and other photo terms
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Wearable Electronics and PhotonicsCRC Press, 2005

	Building electronics into clothing is a major new concept that opens up a whole array of multi-functional, wearable electro-textiles for sensing/monitoring body functions, delivering communication facilities, data transfer, individual environment control, and so on. Fashion articles will carry key pads for mobile phones and connections for...
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Pro JPA 2Apress, 2013

	Pro JPA 2, Second Edition introduces, explains, and demonstrates how to use the new Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.1 from the perspective of one of the specification creators. A one-of-a-kind resource, it provides both theoretical and extremely practical coverage of JPA usage for both beginning and advanced...
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Networking All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
9 books in 1– your key to networking success!
Your one-stop guide to building, securing, and administering networks large and small      

So you’re in charge of the network? No worries! This handy all-in-one guide provides a bird’s-eye view of all the important stuff, like installing and configuring various network...
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Computer NetworkNew Age Publications, 2009

	Welcome to the world of ‘Information Technology’ if you aren’t already there, that is. In this chapter you will go through the routine procedure of learning about the basic working concept of communications, and also various communication systems.


	Unlike the other computer networking books, this book is organized...
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Beginning Rust: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn to program with Rust in an easy, step-by-step manner on Unix, Linux shell, macOS and the Windows command line.  As you read this book, you’ll build on the knowledge you gained in previous chapters and see what Rust has to offer.  

			

			
				Beginning Rust starts with...
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Workshop Processes, Practices and Materials, Third EditionNewnes, 2004
Essential reading for all students new to mechanical engineering workshop practice     

   Workshop Processes, Practices and Materials is an ideal introduction to the workshop environment for students ready to embark on a career in engineering, or anyone who will be making use of an engineering workshop.
...
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